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The Rev. Dr. Alvan N. Johnson, Jr. of Bethel A.M.E. Church, was the
keynote speaker at the Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. Commemoration.
Tribute to Dr. Martin Luther King,
Jr. launches BlackHistory Month
BYCYNTHIA PIZZUTO
Copy Editor
A delayed guest speaker and
a missing gospel choir did little
to diminish the impact of
Thursday's Dr. Martin Luther
King, Jr. Commemoration!
Black History Month Opening .•
Sponsored by Unity House,
Umoja, the President's Office,
and the Chaplain's Office, the
event served as a reminder of
continuing efforts to secure tol-
erance among all groups of
people.
Keynote speaker Rev. Dr.
Alvan N. Johnson, Jr. of Bethel
A.M.E. Church in Bloomfield,
CT, was held up bytrafficThurs-
day afternoon, but his delay pro-
vided an opportunity for an
'opening discussion led by Presi-
dent of the College ClaireGa udi-
ani. Gaudiani began by com-
menting on what made Dr. King
the infl uential figure that he was
in the 1960s.
"Martin Luther King was a
person who knew what needed
to happen," Gaudiani said.
"What if he had done a poll in
1958 or 1959 to ask people if this
was the right tirrletostart a mas-
sive registration in the South? .
. He was moved not by a poll or
popularity, but by an ideal."
Gaudiani went on to ask the
audience gathered in Harkness
Chapel what difference there is
between them and Dr. King, and
why any person there might not
make a difference as King did.
"Why aren't we called? The
answer is, we're called. Each of
us must listen up."
Employing a literary meta-
phor, Gaudiani explained that
King's legacy should and does
endure in the actions of people
today. The responsibility to
work for acceptance and justice,
she said, lies with those who
survive King.
LlWe are continuing to write a
text," she said. "Martin Luther
King was taken away from us
and there are words that he
couldn't write .... We saw what
See Black History month, P. 7.
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Study Away Committee
proposes changes to policy
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BY MICHELLE RONAYNE
Acting Publisher/Editor in Chief
After extensive review, the
Committee on Study Away has
drafted what they believe to be
their final proposal. Alex Hybel,
dean of national and interna-
tional programs, and Arthur
Ferrari, dean of the college, pre-
sented the changes last Thurs-
dayatSGA:
The major change in the policy
is the elimination of the mini-
mum GPA. A couple of years
ago the committee decided, with
SGA approval, to raise the GPA
from 2.7 to 3.2, a change that
would effect the class of 1998.
The faculty has yet to approve
the new change that would
eliminate the minimum GPA.
Originally, the GPA was
raised so that financial aid could
travel. With a mimimum GPA
of 2.7, the pool of students eli-
gible to study away would be
larger. So the committee decided
10 raise the required GPA, effec-
tive for the class of 1998. Before
this GPA went into effect, the
committee decided to eliminate
it completely.
However, Hybel reminded
SGA that many international
programs have a required GPA
of 3.0 and will not allow stu-
dents with a lower GPA to at-
tendiConncannotovetti.dethat.
AccordingtoClaireGaudiani,
president of the college, the com-
mitteestudied many institutions
and is using a system employed
by Pomona College in Califor-
nia as its model. Pomona uses
an application system, as will
Conn, in which students must
explain their reasons for study-
ing away. Now instead of re-
quiring a high GPA, the college
will place emphasis on the role
that study away will play in your
overall academic record. Gaudi-
ani said that students should not
be enrolling in easier classes to
maintain theGPA of 3.2. Rather,
they should challenge them-
selves in more difficult courses
but not be denied the chance to
study away if they come away
from that experience with lower
grades.
"They [the committee] were
applying an academic solution
to a financial problem," said
Gaudiani. However,shedl.dadd
that their work had been iantas-
'tic and that the CQ'tT\Tr\.\.'ltee
should be congratulated on their
work over the years.
The college w~ll also require
students to petition if they wish
to study away for more than one
semester .. Students must dem-
onstrate an excellent academic
record and show that this pro-
gram would fit into their major
course of study.
Students will be required to
pay a comprehensive fee to
Conn. Programs that are more
expensive will be picked up by
the school with the extra from
less expensive programs. In or-
der for federal financial aid to
travel, students must carry a full
see Study Away page 7
j
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SFS Costa Rlca - On Ii raft tour through a mangrove ecosystem where a sustainable harvest of mangrove
trees are sown for charcoal.
Studying the environment:
Learning in the field:
Students study abroad
BY JASON SALTER
Associate Features Editor
Students who choose to study
abroad usually return from their
experiences more mature and
with a better perspective on life.
Those who participate in a pro-
gram from the School for Field
Studies (SFS) are no exception.
In addition to being immersed
in a new culture and society as _
with other programs, SFS offers
a chance for the students to take
part in hands-on research in-
volving a serious problem to-
day, protecting the environment.
SFS offers programs based on
a case-study approach to re-
search. Students may elect to
study anything from Marineand
Coastal Studies to Island Man-
agement and Rainforest studies
in such exotic places as Kenya,
C05ta Rica and Australia. Each
location focuses on different as-
pects of environmental conser-
vation, development and man-
. agement.
Although the program is not
through Connecticut College,
students receive credit from the
program and by fara more valu-
able reward, the experience of a
lifetime. SFS isactually centered
in Beverly, Massachusetts and
is run through Boston Univer-
sity. Last semester, four Con-
nectieutCollegestudentselected
to take part in the program.
Natalie Hilclt '97 jumped at
the opportunitytostudy in Costa
Rica in the troubled rain forests
and to pursue her self-designed
major. At theCenterforSustain-
able Development Studies, Hildt
was raugh I. in both the class-
room and in the field, one of the
many advantages of this pro-
gram. She participated in re-
search for medicinal plants, col-
lected soil samples and built re-
lations with local farmers as well
as large corporations like Dole
and Chiquita. !Ier case study
was how agroecosystems pro-
mote sustainable management
in Costa Rica's protected zones.
"It was great to have such an
int~grated, interdisciplinary
program where we were in-
volved in actual research," said
. Hildt. "A lot ofwhatIleamed in
the classroom, was very valu-
able, but what I learned in the
field can't be taught with a text-
book."
The goals of this program are
to develop many skills for stu-
dents as they finish their college
careers and move on. One focus
is on gaining group work expe-
rience and working with the
community as well. Students do
not have home stays as with
other study abroad programs;
rather, they live together and
build relationships and friend-
ships with the towns in which
they live.
"Just waking up every morn-
ingand lookingoutontoa beau-
tiful canyon and scenery, it was
amazing," said Hildt. "I was
given an opportunity to-use my
language skills and focus on the
environmentaswell. What more
couid I ask for?" .
Emily Cook, another student
whowas with the program, trav-
eled to Palau, near the Philip-
pine islands, tostudy at theCen-
teefor Island Management Stud-
ies. She focused on the delicate
ecosystems in a more isolated
location where the island has to
be self-sustaining.
''I've never been as sensitive
towaste,conservation,etcetera.
It really opens your eyes when
you see what these people have
to go through, and the care they
take of the land." said Cook.
This program and others like
it ate often criticized for not
stressing academics as much as
the conventional study-abroad
program, but Cook and Hildt
argue that it ismerely learning
in a different manner. A more
hands-on oriented program ca-
ters to a different area of learn-
ing and helps to reinforce class-
room lessons.
The program is by no means
easy, however. In addition to
classroom work and field stud-
ies, students often face long days
with a lot of rewarding work.
Stories of 14days straight of rain,
no running water and limited .
electricity make this a program
for the determined and strong
willed student.
SFS is a chance for students to
learn problem solving skills and
other valuable lessons that will
last them a lifetime. Students
return from this program more
mature and with a heightened
sense of awareness of their world
and the environment around
them. Getting down to the" grass
roots" \If life and the environ-
ment is one of the primary goals
of the program. By taking them
to the far reaches of the globe, it
does all that and more.
Here is what you
need to know if
you want to
make the move
It's February and some stu-
. dents are starting to think about
next year: what classes they will
take, which clubs they still want
1'0 be in, and where they will
live. But if you're thinking you
might want to live off campus,
there are some things you should
know about how you get there.
Students who want to live off
campus are required to petition
the Office of Student Life for
permission. . Catherine
WoodBrooks, dean of student
life, meets with each person
wanting to move off campus to
make sure that the move is right
for the individ ual.
"I want them to understand
what it's going to be like not
being part of this community,"
WoodBrooksexplained. "!think
the college and residential liv-
ing has a lotto offer students."
She said that her concerns for
the student include reliable
transportation to and from. the
college and the safety of the
neighborhood they have chosen.
W60dBrooks added that the
door is always open if students
want to move back on campus.
WoodBrQOks explained that
Conn is billed as a residential
college and that students are,
expected to live on campus.
WoodBrookssaid that places like
360 Mohegan and North Cot-
tage are helpful in ~ncouraging
~!E~I
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Opportunities for all College Majors l'lil
I I, ·1·1
BY JENNY BARRON
Assistant Edilar.in Chief .
students to live on campus.
"We have a certain culture
here that we want to maintain,"
she explained; saying that aca-
demic and social planning are
built around that culture .
Another concern that the col-
lege has aboutstudents' living
off campus is financially based.
The residential and campus bud-
get is tuition driven and stu-
dents who live off campus do
not contribute to that. Last year,
about 50 students lived off cam-
pus; this- is many more than the
Office of Student Life counted
on when they did their budget.
Wood Brooks said that ,they
needed that missing money to
make life more exciting on cam-
pus, She said that Arthur Ferrari,
dean of the college, told her to
keep the numbers down, so this
year only seniors were allowed
to move off and a lottery was
conducted forthose seniors who
. did want to move. There is cur-
rently no appeal process if you
are denied permission. But she
'Said that every senior who
wanted to move off did.
According to Wood Brooks,
about 15 students currently live.
off campus. But she said that
those n umbers might change
when one of the Plex dorms is
taken off line next year for reno-
vation.
"It would still concern me a
lot if we have a lot of peopie
wanting to move off campus,"
she said.
International Program$
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College puts a new
spin on an old holiday
SGA to conduct mid-year review
At dorm meetings on Tuesday, Feb-
ruary 6, SGA will be distributing a
campus- wide survey rating their per-,
formance during the fall semester as
part of a comprehensive mid-year
review. In the past, SGA has done a
self-evaluative form of mid-year re-
view in which SGA has usually ex-
amined its Issues Project. However,
according to Jesse Roberts, PR Direc-
tor, the review is being done on a
much larger scale this year.
"We've never done anything as en-
compassing as the mid-year review
we are doing this year," said Roberts.
According to Roberts, this is the first
survey that SGA has ever done in
which the campus will be able to
evaluate the performance of SGA.
The 1996SGA mid-year review will
consist of a campus-wide survey; a
self-evaluation of the Issues Project
in order to look at which issues have
been addressed, which ones are cur-
rently being addressed, and which
ones s till need to be addressed; an
examina tion of issues tha t have come
up which were not in the original
Issues Project; and a review of the
criticism that SGA has received
through The College Voice this past
year. .
"The basic purpose of the mid-year
review is to ask ourselves, What have
we done and how are ';'e doing?"
Roberts said.
Conn will kick .off its Valentine's
Day celebration this Wednesday. But
the trad.i tional
flowers and
chocola tes
will be re-
placed by a
program
stressing com-
munity ser-
vice.
OnWednes-
day, Robert
Putnam, di-
rector of the
Harvard Uni-
versity Center
. for Interna-
tional Affairs, will deliver a speech
entitled" AGenerationofCivic Drop-
outs: How Come? SoWhat?"Putnam
warns tha tAmericans are losing their
sense of community life which has
provided unity in the past.
The rest of the week will consist of
eventssuchasa Valentine'sDayparty
for the students at Winthrop Elemen-
tary School, a party at a New London
senior home,
and an all-
campus
Good Neigh-
bor Party for
students
from local af-
ter-school
programs.
On the
lighter side,
there will be
a ma1c;e-your-
own Valen-
tine table
called "Paste
and Sensibility," and a Love Your
Neighbor Heartboard which will fea-
ture the experiences of memorable
acts of neighborly kindness.
Exact times and dates for the above
events, and others planned for the
·week will be posted in the daily
CONN tact and around campus.
IMagazine claims printer no
longer wants their business, finds
magazine content objectionable
Might, a bimonthly magazine from pulled the magazine off the presses
San Fransico, has announced that the and considered not printing it.
presses in Waseca, Minnesota will no The magazine also said that the
longer print their magazine. printer attempted to find another
According to Might, the last,issue printer because they had a contrac-
contained frank information about . tual agreement to make sure the
AIDS, the homosexual lifestyle and lnagaz.me was "Printed.
discussionsbyhomosexualsandhet- They would have paid another
erosexuais about whether or not to printer to do this job. They could not,
use a condom. however, find another printer to do
The magazine contends that after thejobandsotheyfinishedthework.
the film had been sent to the presses, According to Might, the printer
a worker read a few pages and ob- then sent a letter saying they wished
jected to the material. to no longer print the magazine.
According to Might, they then
,
Leaks in Branford
are fixed for now
,
The unlucky students who were
temporarily relocated because of the
flooding in their. rooms have man-
aged to find a home at Conn again.
According to junior Karine
Toussaint, resident of Branford, the
situation has been resolved and she is
quite 'happy to be back in her old
room once again.
Of course, the new snowfall could
mean more problemsfotthe students
living in the affected rooms in
Branford. If the snmy continues, stu-
dents worry that their rooms will
flood once again wh~n itmelts in the
spring.
"I don't-know exactly what kind of
work they did to fix the roof and I am
not Sure whether or not what they
did will be' enough to keep it from
leaking again given all the snow that
has fallen since.
,Hopefully the situation is resolved,"
said Toussaint,
The tiles of the roof need tobe re-
placed every 60-100 years. Hopefully,
whatever measures taken by physi-
cal plant will be enought to ensure
that the flooding does not occur again
this winter.
Mexico/Caribbean $189 RT
Europe $169 OW .
& Domestic Destinations
Cheap1!
IF YOU CAN BEAT
THESE PRICES START
YOUR OWN DAMN AIR-
LINE.
TEACH ENGLISH IN
KOREA-
a~"J?aIIlon KfiegeVSer\at9i;~fl<Il!?:$aid"that tllis. year's Dean's Term was
+iisu.ccess. "Dean's Term was awesome," said Kreiger.
;, Krigger ~ked ifttwas possible to pave North Lot, Chase Eschauzier
said that thelot could not be paved because the area is not in New
, London.The loris in Wa terford ~d.is therefore subject to restrictionsset
out by that-town, . ,,":,.... .
Sarah Weir, freshman classpresident, said that her class was holding
a Paul'sPasta dinner on Februar.y 6.Weir said that the class would also
'behaving-a "count ~ejellybeansinthejar"contest. The winner will get,
(fthejelly beans anet a]rae.pizZa.;(,",';
'.,. :1m,;;':::: ;:-;:~{.'.' -',.. <:.Atk;;;;:;"., ~k."<;,-;'>':M%' >c,
Positions available monthly. B.A.
or B.s. degree required. US$18,500-
$23,400/yr. Accomodation & round-
trip airfare provided. Send Resume,
copyof diploma and copy of passport
to: Bok [i Corporation, Chun Bang
Bldg., 154-13 Samsung Dong, Kang
Nam Gu, Seoul, Koprea 135-090. Air-Tech, Ltd. 212/219-7000
info@aerotech.com
http://campus.net! aerotechTEL: 011-82-2-555-)OBS(5627)
FAX:011-82-2-552-4FAX(4329)
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Students attend conference 10 discuss issues of finance
Students come together
. ,
to talk about finances
BY JASON SALTER
Associate features editor
Schools from across the region joined
together right here at Conn Saturday to .
share ideas and discuss an issue that
colleges never seem to have enough of:
money. Financial committees from more
than 20 colleges addressed such issues as
tu"(\dta.\s\:n.~,dubtund\l\gandembezzle-
ment at the NACA New England Region
1996 Financial Issues Conference.
Although the snowstorm the night be-
fore prevented many schools from at-
tending the conference, those who were
there found discussion groups and semi-
nars helpful in possibly improving their
financial systems. It was a time to voice
concerns and receive feedback from other
school officials with different ideas.
"We hope to learn about how other
institutions work financially and possi-
bly get ideas on how to better ours," said
Alex Cote, SGA vice president and chair
of the Finance Committee.
The day started out with Mark
Hoffman, director of student activities
and manager of the college center, as
well as the organizer of the event, speak-
mg to the schools. Hewas followed by an
appropriate ice breaker called "money,"
modeled after bingo. Participants in the
conference :wore green name tags with
the dollar sign on them consistent wilh
the money theme
The discussion groups were divided
into a variety of categories in order to
give the students a more diverse base of
opinions. First, the schools were divided
by size for one session so that they could
express problems that arise from the num-
ber of students and the size of the cam-
Wanted!!!
Individuals,StudentOrganizations
to Promote
SPRlNG BREAK.
Earn MONEY
& FREE TRIPS.
CALL INTERCAMPUS PRO-
GRAMS
http://www.icpt.com
) -800-327-60 13
pus, etc. The second session was divided
up by the position of the students on
their individual financial boards. Lunch
was served with roundtable discussion
groups to talk further about problems,
solutions and different approaches to fi-
nancial management of schools.
In the small school group, under 2000
students per school, the majority of the
.scnools had problems with allocation of
~one:y to diHerent dubs and orgaruza-
nons on campus. The discussions were
supposed ·to be facilitated by other stu-
dents, but the majority did not show up
because of the storm. Other problems
were brought up about alcohol, student
life and budgeting strategies.
In the presidents' meeting, the main
concern for the students was receiving
payment or at least credit for their work.
Many students voiced the fact that they
sometimes work more than 30 hours a
week for the financial office and student
government and they barely receive a
pat on the back.
Despite the snow, the first Financial
Issues Conference went off without a
hitch Hoffman was pleased with its re-
sults.
"I felt like the conference gave stu-
dents a chance to share their ideas which
iswhatIhad planned. I thinkitw~ntvery
well," said Hoffman.
In a time where money is short at col-
leges and universities across the nation
these conferences will become more im-
portant in managing schools' budgets.
Hoffman's initiative in organizing this
conference is just a small step in the
direction of college cooperation in deal-
ing with financial crunches that are sure
to come.
Spring Break'-
Nassau/Paradise Island
Cancun and Jamaica from $299:
Air, Hotel, Transfers, Parties and
More!
Organize small group -
earn FREE trips plus commis-
sions!
Call 1-800-822-0321
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Conn students go to inner
city to learn about teaching
• confront the problems of inner city teach-
YUNGKIM ing. The problems which plague inn
Features Editor city schools are as famous as they are
______________ ,,:- hard. "There were a lot of kids who ha~
Therearea million movies about teach- real problems. Families, drugs, gangs
ers jumping into bad schools and in- you have to realize that you are not ther~
stantly changing things around. There to solve their problems. No person can
are even some real stories about people solve all the problems, 1just wanted to
that are able to make a difference. But the help out with what 1can, and be active,"
realities are not so shiny and happy. said Castillo
Javier Castillo spent his past summer Many students become teachers be-
atthe Institute for Urban Education (ruE) cause they want to help. No one is telling
at Barnard College in New York teaching them not to, but they are asked to realize
middle schoolers, but learning about his . that they are not super human, and that
future career and himself. they are not saviors. ruE gives the stu-
ruE places 25 to 30 undergraduates in dents the chance to face up-to realities of
a ten-week program which allows them our world. "The potential teachers have
to be a student as well as a teacher. The to realize that they are not going to save
students worked in one of five New York the world. They can make an impact and
city middle schools as a teacher's assis- a contribution, but they are not mission-
tant, and also spent time in credit bearing aries. They can help the kids feel secure
seminar" and workshops that helped about themselves, and help them to de-
devlop themn further as teachers. velop the tools to solve their own prob-
Castillo was a teaching assistant to Ms. Iems," said Michael James, associate pro-
.Borithea Hickeyatthe loanof Ark middle fessor ofedication and a major supporter
school in New York. He had meetings of the program. .
with Hickey, taught some classes, and Faced with the realities, some students
went to seminars on teaching at night. leave the program with differentcareer
The hours were long, and the emotional plans. ruE is notfor the faint of heart, and
stress was ever present. " I was teaching it is not just a fun ride that gets people to
a multi-cultural class, with students that be teachers. The students who attend
were new to this country. They were . IUE are already very passionate about
willing towork,bullheywere faced with their career choice, but sometimes the
unique challenges. They were in a new passions are not based on realities.
culture, faced a language barrier, along "Thereweresomepeoplewhowentto
with all the other problems that come this program and realized that they were
with living in the inner-city," said Castillo not strong enough, or just didn't want to
IDE is a hands on experience which deal with the problems which face the
allows students to use and develop the kids. It's not an easy thing to see every-
teaching skills which they have already day. Sometimes you have to be strong in
learnedintheirownclassrooms.A1Ithose order to be comforting, which is very
text books and journals can be read, and hard attimes. I listened to kids with real
a person may even ace all their exams, problen:s, and 1 couldn't do anything
but withoullhe first hand experience, it's accept listen, and be available to listen. It
all just conjecture. While teaching the can get frustrating," said Castillo.
students, Castillo was able to apply the "This is an exciting thing which is
skills he had learned as a student. "Itwas happening in education. The Institute for
nicetoknowthatthestuffIlearnedfrom Urban Education is a quality program
my professors actually works. You can't which gives potential-teachers a clearer
just use all text and theory, you develop understanding of what they are getting
your own style. That's what the experi- mto.Thestudentshave to ask themselves,
ence was about," said Castillo. Do 1r~ally want to do this? Ypu might as
ruE gives students the opportunity to well find out when you're 19, before you
be teachers, but it also forces them to tl k dge oc e into doing it," said James.
"
Students
. Over 120 American manufac-
turers need "ou to assemble
products at horne. Circuit
boards, jewelry, holiday decora-
tions, etc.Earn $280 to $652
weekly. Part time/full time.
Experience unnecessary / will
train. .
?
You're paid weekly. .
Call1-602-68Oc7444 Ext. IOOIC
Extra Income for '95
. Eam$500-$IOOOweeklystuff-
.mg envelopes. For details,
RUSH $1.00 with SASE to"
Group Five
57 Greentree Drive, Suite 307
Dover DE 19901
I
MYSTIC'S ARMY NAVY STORE
Downtown Mystic
Army & Navy Surplus Clothing
belts - berets - bandanas - backpacks & more!
Sunday - Saturday: 9am - 9pm
Fax & Notary Services
(860) -536-1877
37 West Main Street
--
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The College Voice staff will be
turning over the week before Spring
Break. All positions will be open.
Look for more details next week.
Financial Aid
Omtinu¢. from p.l
mi!ximumlo~mi!yl>e~u~ledtctake
out a loan of $!j,500 as opposed to the
former standard $4,000. There would
be an equivalent decrease in grants
b.:ltQm Conn. While a student is !\Otre-
, quired to take out the recommended
$\ilf(Qrdand 10lPerkins loan ~ or she
wilFbe to find alternative
sources for ~lt.~,~W. Tothat end the
has installed a
vice so that students may findalterna-
tive sources of money.
Acurrentsophomorewhomusttake
out the maximum federal loan will,
-given a ten-year repayment schedule,
pay $30 month more than before and
thus thetctal monthly payment would
be $205 after graduation.
Next week; An In-depth story on
these proposed changes
6000
scoo
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BOKOFF TRAVEL SERVICES
Campus Safety breaks up concert
because of alcohol: fans outraged
Inaddition to the band and crew being
angry, the fans who came to hear the
music were disappointed when the show
Martha's Diary, one ofConn's popular was shut down. Unhappy tans talked
bands, was playing a M.O.B.R.O.Cevent angrily about how what was supposed
on Friday in Hamilton when Campus to be a night of music and tun was dis-
Safety came by to check up on things. solved
When they found that some of the people "It's not about the beer, it's about the
in the crowd had alcohol, they immedi- music," said Sam Dvorchik who came to
ately shut down the show. • hear the bands play.
Officers Darryl Drisoll and Tasmin The show was allowed to continue af-
Maynard, acting under orders from their ter a 30 minute delay. Members of the
superiors, pulled the plug on the show band had to talk to the gate officer who
after only twenty minutes of playing. To gave the order and convince him that
the fans' anger, the Campus Safety effie- they should be allowed to play.
ersoffered only the explanation that there The show went on, but the crowd was
was to be no alcohol at M.o.B.R.O.C still in disbeliefatthe actions ofthe Cam-
events. pus Safety.
However, according to those in atten- Campus Safety did however have to
dance, Campus Safety did not check the - make a return visit to the event. Accord-
ill's of those who were drinking and It ing to sophomore Harlan North, a mem-
was never specified that this was tobean ber of Martha's Diary, a fire alarm went
alcohol free event. offwhen the second band Meathead was
"This Is no different lrom any of our playing and Campus Safety ultimately
other shows. This is the lirst time 1have shut down the show; the third band,
seen them shut anything down. This is Cypher, did not get to play.
straight up bureaucratic garbage," said As a result of the initial bust, Martha's
sophomore, Chris Griffin, lead singer of Diary was held responsible for the be-
Martha's Diary. havior of their fans. According to Nick
"I love the fact that we get busted for Stern, a member of the band, Martha's
fivebeers when there is a keg across the Diary was threatened with expulsion
plex," said sophomore drummer, Lanny from M.O.B.R.O.c but remains a part of
Tracy. the organization.
BY JASON SALTER
Associate Features Editor
*RECYCLE! *
Pregnant?
someone to talk
•• Free Pregnancy Tests
Immediate Results
• Confidential •
••
PREGNANCY SUPPORT CENTER
402 Long Hill Road
Groton, CT
(203) 448-2990
Call llllZ- ':J~ lSF36'J996
For FREE' ~
Delivery .~
-NOBODY
KNOWS
LIKE
DOMINO'S
How You Lrxs PIZZAAT HOME
•
Delivery Hours:
Monday - Thursday
Friday & Saturday
Sunday
3:00PM to MIDNIGHT
11:00AM to 2:00AM
11:00 AM to Midnight
( Pizza
12" Medium
Thin or Regula.
12" Pan Pizza
or Thick Crust .
15" Large Pizza .
15" Large Pan Pizza..
Extra Toppings
12" $1.00
IS" $1.50
Toppings Choices
Pepperoni
Sausage
GLQund 'Bee£
Ham
Pineapple
Mushrooms
r---------.,
I (10)Buffalo I·
I' I
I . Wings I
~ With the Pur~hase of ~
, a large PIZZa ,, ,
; Only$2.99 ;
L_. .J
...---------.,, Saturday ,, ,
, Super Deal ,
.; Large Cheese ;
, Pizza ',
; only$5. 00 +Tax:L .J
);---------,[Friday Party Pac], ,
, 2 Large Cheese ,
, Pizzas ',
, 2 Liters of Coke ,, ,
: Only$12.99+Tax;L .J
.... $6.30
...$7.45
$9.45
r----------.,,,,,
~--------,Sunday 'to'
"Super- iI:>
;Deal
; 2 Medium
, Cheese Pizzas ,
'$ ,L~~_~~2~~JMinimum order $5.00
Submarines
12" sub and potato chips $5.85
Zzesty Italian: Zzesty seasoning, Ham, Salami,
Peperoni, Cheese, Onion
Ham & Cheese: Ham, Cheese, Lettuce, Tomato,
Onion, Oil & Vinegar
Club Sub: Turkey, Ham, Cheese, Lettuce, Tomato,
Oniori, Oil & Vinegar
Philly Steak: Philly Steak Blend, Zzesty Seasoning,
Cheese' .
Zzesty Meatball: Zzesty Seasoning, Meatball, Pizza
Sauce, Cheese
Vegi Sub: Cheese, Lettuce, Tomato, Onion, Green
Pepper, Mushroom, Oil & Vinager
Turkey &Cheese: Turkey, Cheese, Lettuce, Tomato,
Onion
Roast Beef &Cheese: Roast Beef, Cheese, Lettuce,
Onion, Tomato; Mayo
Tuna Fish: Tuna Salad, Lettuce, Tomato
Free Add-Ons
Lettuce, Onion, Mayonnaise, Mustard, Salt &Pepper,
Oil & Vinager, Zzesty Sauce, Provolone Cheese
Add -Ons 6"..••.$ .25 12" •...•$
.50
Black Olives, Tomato, Green Peppers, Mushrooms,
Extra Cheese, Extra Meat, American Cheese
CALL FOR QuANTITY
DISCOUNTS AND FUND
RAISING PROMOTIONS
..--------.,
: BEVERAGES ;, ,
, SODA '
; Coca-Cola Classic ;
, Diet Coke ,
, Sprite ,, ,
J Can $.75 ,
, 1Liter .••...••...$1.50 ,, ,
'ICED TEA . ,
, Nestea •..•..•.••.•$1.25 ,
, 160z;Bottle ,
I ,
L -.J·
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Black History Month
Conlinuedfrom p.l
the sentence was going to look lik'e and
then tile words stopped."
Gaudiani asked for testimonies from
audience members regarding their per-
sonal experiences of Dr. King. Camille
Hanlon, professor of child development,
recalled watching a speech of his the
night before his assassination, and a stu,
denttoo young to have known Dr. King's
work firsthand told of a: 1968 newspaper
clipping his parents gave him. The stu-
dent noted Dr. King's "ability to critique
the system," saying that it is a quality
people today should hope to attain.
Once Dr. Johnson arrived, regrettably
withoutthescheduledBetheIA.M.E.Gos-
pel Choir, he was introduced by sopho-
more Ericka Williams, a representative
of Umoja. He quickly launched into his
sermon by leading the audience in his
own song.
With hands raised throughout the
Chapel, the audience joined Dr.Iohnson's
enthusiastic voice singing, "AIIeluia,any-
how! Never let your troubles get you
down And when trouble comes your
way Lift your hands and say 'Alleluia
anyhow!'"
Dr. Johnson's sermon focused on the
imminent social downfall that our soci-
2 scmanas, 1989
1 ana, 1991 2 aiios, 1992
Stevie Ace Flores.
Muerto por un conductor borracho el2j de marzo de 1993, en
la autopista Pacific Coast, Wilmingtnn, Cal.i[omia.
5i usted no impide que su amigo maneje borracho, tquien 10 hart
- Haga todo 10 que sea para impedirselo.
NO om QUE SUS AMIGOS MANEJEN BORRACHOS.
, U.S. DepllI1m(lnl:a1 Tr8t1Sj)Ol'
Peace Corps
At Conn. College
Summer and Fall Assignments
Interviews Held: Wednl!sday, February 7th
Contact your Career Service Office
for more information.
Study Abroad
Continued frl!m p. 1
course load consisting of sixteen credits
and the semester must be as long as one
at Conn. This is a federal regulation.
Students in the class of 1997 who wish
to travel abroad in the fall of their senior
year will be req uired to adhere to the old
standards. They will pay a fee of $750 to
the college and pay the tuition. at the
school. Financial aid will not travel. The
class of 1997 can, however, receive aid
for the Study Away /Teach Away pro-
gram. The school will also continue to
ety faces if people do not work to achieve
harmony. "We are on the edge," he said,
"of intemally destroying ourselves and
our community .... We sit on the preci-
pice of disaster, and we must make a
decision whether or not we will plunge
into chaos or become a community."
Appealing to the audience's desire to
succeed, Dr. Johnson proposed that our
occupations, whether as workers or stu-
dents, would be easier if each day's con-
cerns did not include issues of race, reli-
gion, et)micity, or gender. A world of
multiculturalism and tolerance, he said,
would enable everyone to prosper.
However, Dr. Johnson said that he does
not support an attitude that equates
multiculturalism with an American fu-
sion of ethnicities.
"I don't mean a melting pot," he as-
serted. "That's not real." Rather, our
society should foster the acceptance of
individ ual backgrounds and cultures,
and the understanding of people differ-
ent from ourselves.
As Dr. Johnson concluded his sermon,
he posed one more question to those in
the Chapel: "Shall this campus be a place
that values every human being?" Let us
hope so.
pay the airfare for students attending
SATA.
There are certain programs to which
financial aid will not travel. The school
will not allow aid to travel to a program
that is not approved by the Office of
National and International programs.
Study at programs such as the Washing-
ton Semester at American University and
schools within the 12 college exchange
will also exempt any grants from travel-
ing.
DOWNTOWN· GRILL
& CAPPUCCINO
34-36 Bank,St~e~f;::;New,London
(acrOiid~~~teater)
Soun§, Salads, SandWiches
,,/j;~:l:'.," &, .'!*".,."., .'''"
",,/' " "\~PiCYFood 'i"'\
,;;c,,~,~~~};e )
_For 35 years, the Peace Corps of the United States
hal; assigned American Citizens as Volunteers in over
100 developing countries around the world. If you're
the kind of graduating senior who wants
to make a difference in the world and in
yourself apply now.
For more Infonnation 1-800-424-8580
The toughest job you'll ever love
.
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Study Away: A work in
progress
Thl! Colkge Voice is. non-profit student-
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located in the Crozier- WillilUni Student
Center. Advertising schedules are available
upon request, Letters to lbeVoict' will be
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Thank you Conn
We would like to thank the students who generously
provided gifts for 31 New London Public School Title 1 and
TVCCA/ Head Start children who attend the Connecticut
College Child Development Children's Program at Holmes
Hall .
Beth Fried, a junior who worked in one of the program's
classrooms, spearheaded a fund raising of winter clothing
and toys. All the gifts were colorfully wrapped and tagged
with each child's name, an indication of the time and effort
put into this project. The students also donated toys and
materials for classroom use.
Thank you, students, for your generosity and thoughtful-
ness. you are an example of the many- youth today who care
and act on their personal values.
Jane Vemotsky
Teacher, New london Public Schools
Sara Radlinski, Ph. D.
Co-Director Connecticut College Child
Development ChiidreR's Program
It's not really a war
crimes tribunal, it's
a political show
Unfortunately, over break I misplaced Sara Schaefer's re-
sponse to my Earth How:e Column on ~osnia: None~hele~s,
since Ibelieve this is a topic well worth discussing, Iwill wnte
a "response" based on what Iremember of her arguments. I
hope that others will join. in the dialogue. .
. In the Column, I basically tried to pose a few questions
based on inconsistent media reports. US intervention in
Bosnia seemed questiorable. Since then Ihave continued to
research and attempted to discern some truth from the flood
of information hurled at us daily by the US propaganda
machine. Now US intervention seems downright objection-
able.
One of my concerns. The charge of genocide in the former
Yugoslavia has been made so many times that many believe
it to be true, even though it has never been proven. As far as
Ican tell, the lurid tales of mass slaughter actually have no
basis in fact.
George Kenney, one of the framers of US policy in the
Balkans under the Bush administration, wrote in the Jan. 8/
15 issue of the Nation: "The US government doesn't have
proof of any genocide. And anyone reading the press criti-
cally can see the paucity of evidence, despite interminably
repeated claims and bloodcurdling speculation."
Whoa now! This is an undeniable admission from someone
who was in a position to know if the US government had
.anything to back up its claims of genocide. Kenney says that
he was one of the authors of US policy in the Balkans in the
early 1990s. The current NATO intervention is along the lines
of his original plan. He went on to say, "But over time I've
changed my mind substantially on the issues."
So my question now is - How did the US government and
media redefine the civil war in the former Yugoslavia into a
war of "genocide" by the Serbs? According to Webster, a civil
war is "a war between factions or regions of the same coun-
. try.". The war in the former Yugoslavia quite obviously fits
this description.
So why won't the media call it a civil war? One reason, I
believe, is thatithelps to bolster their claim of genocide by one
people against another. The entirejustification for imperialist
intervention by the United States, Gennany, France, Britain
and !taly has been based on the claim that they are there to
stop genocide.
Please, no misunderstandings here. Iaminno way denying
tha t the civiIwar has been a horror. The whole population has
suffered. But there has been no evidence of genocide.
The legal definition of genocide is "the systematic and
planned extermination of-an entire national, racial, political
or ethnic group." It's what the Nazis did to the Jews. When
we label common civil war "genocide", we debase actual
historical cases of genocide such as the Holocaust.
Detention camps are not the same as death camps. The US
media repeatedly show pictures from a makeshift prison
.camp in northwest Bosnia in 1992 where some people were
allegedly brutalized, mistreated and underfed.
While I'm at it here, let me just throw in one more thing
that's been bothering me. The existence of the International
·V'!arCrimes !ribunal in the Hague. The tribunal was estab-
lished .at the ~tigation of the US government and is the first
war cnmes tribunal set up by the major powers since the end
of the Nuremburg trials in 1946. - .
ntismeans that five decades of war crimes worldwide have
not been on the agenda. US war crimes in Vietnam won't be
in~esti~ated, nor French war crimes in Algeria. British-war
. crunes m Ireland won' tei ther. The decades of crimes against
the Pales~ans won't be investigated. .
,What ~ says to me is, it's not really a war crimes· tribunal.
It s a political sh?w to further the aims of the major global
powers.
Mark Lucey '95
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The war on drugs
The restrictions regarding which drugs are legal and
illegal are supposedly based on the degree of harm
these drugs can do to the human body. The govern-
ment, at the.request of the people, is supposed tooutlaw
things that may do us harm as individuals or as a
society. I think it is clear from the recent scientific
reports about the effect of cigarettes on the lungs, as
well as the volumes of research on the effect of alcohol,
on the liver that there appears to be a number of drugs
that continue to be legal despite harm to the human
body. Furthermore, there is evidence that marijuana,
an illegal drug, is comparatively Jess harmful. (Com-
paring deaths associated with drug use.)
The fact of the matter is, drugs are not legal or illegal
. on the basis of their harm to the human
body, although that is the usual justifica-I
tion given. Certain drugs are made illegal i
and their users prosecuted because" moral i
crusaders" take on the issue of drug
"abuse" as a moral crusade. It can be
argued that these moral crusaders are sim-
ply imposing their moral, code on the
masses. This is not merely and attack on a
specific drug, but rather an attack on a
. class of peop le, a lifestyle, In the case of
marijuana, for example, prior to its illegal-
ity, the immigrant Mexicans laborers in
southern Texas were labeled as those "lazy
pot smoking Mexicans," There is consid-
erable evidence .that a great deal 'of anti-
Mexican sentiment alreadyexisted beca use
of a scarcity of jobs in the area, and that the
attack on marijuana was a convenient way
of attacking this minority class. Marijuana;
later became associated with African-:
American jazz musicians. Fanatical neWS-I.~
paper stories told of "Negroes" and Mexi- :~ir=r:'
cans turned to "viciousness" under the I
influence of marijuana, and killing whites while under
the influence. We know that ,these stories are false and
were created as part of the anti-Mexican, anti-African-
American, anti-marijuana campaign~. The sto~ of
marijuana's illegality is the story of racism and classlsr:'
first and health concerns last. The history of cocaine IS
similar. As cocaine was a drug of the elites early in its
history, it was barely prosecuted. However, with the
creation of Crack, a cheaper cocaine derivative, and Its
subsequent association with ghetto life, the U.S. be-
came galvanized and spent millions on the prosecution
of Crack offenders.
My point is not to take a purely pro-drug stance. I do
think we should question the motives of t~; war o~
drugs. Is this another case of prosecutmg deviant
groups for the sake of some societal catharsis? Are we
so sure in our own moral supenonty that we are pre-
. pared to dictate how others should live? Iwill certainly
agree with any who may point to the deplorable VIa-
lence and murders that occur as part of city drug gangs.
InD.C. we haveamurderadayindrug-organg-related
incidents. But, it can be argued that this drug-related
VIolence is a horrible result of the illegality of drugs and
the war on drugs. Where then does this leave us? We
are caught in a cycle of illegality and its results, Iwould
suggest that the ongoing discussion of man Juana legal-
ization will prove to be a case in P?int of what :ve can
expect. This may give us answers in public policy that
we do not yet have. .
Why am I writing about this in an envl~onmental
column? Our society has become increasingly con-
cerned with drug issues. There are more users than
ever, and our jails are filled with mostly drug offenders.
In Hawaii alone $20 million is spent annually to de-, . f
stroy the marijuana crop. Our society is in the gnps 0
this issue, and yet there are so many other pressmg
issues out there. Perhaps we should loosen up on the
prosecution of our so called "deviants" and tum our
focus to the environmental atrocities that surround us
and will require all our resources to solve. Perhaps the
$20 million could be better spent.
Jens Hilke '96
Reader finds The Deuce offensive
I am writing in response to the article ... The Deuce...
printed.in the December 12, 1995 edition of the VOIce. I
found this article offensive for two reasons.
Firstly, Ifound the mentioning of people in the article
very disheartening. Ican't believe that writers of the
Voice are openly slandering members of their own
Connecticut College community. This is unacceptable.
The article fails to have a point, which is sometimes
okay, but in this instance, the article does not express
anything significant or worth reading.
Secondly, Ifound the reference to "a copy of the new
release 'Dirty Girls of the NESCAC'" inappropriate.
Well, that's about all the space a response to an article
like that deserves. Has the Voice become a tabloid fitfor
mere dirt... a means to ignore real issues which are
important to the college community and the rest of the
world?
Jaime Viola '99
Move over, Ann Landers
- It's Dear Schmoozing!
Lately our boxes have been flooded with mail from
students like you who are in need of a little help. We've
compiled a list of your most compelling questions and
answer them here. Let us remind you that If you hsten
to a word we say you are in need of much more help
then we can provide. But first a word from our sponsor:
"Crap backin' you up? Buy Cro-Blows - the only potato
treat with raw laxative power!!!"
I'm a senior and plan ongraduatmg in the spring. I've
gotten very little help from the Office of Career Services
and Iwas wondecing if you two could help me WIth my
job search. A.P., Burdick ..
Sure, we can. Schmoozing offers a WIde variety of
internships and job opportunities. justsubmit a resume
and cover letter to us and indicate which of the follow-
ing programs interest you:
Massengil, Inc.
Sal's Septic Systems
The Sunoco Corporation
Henny Penny •
Sanitary Engineer, New London County
Milgram Experiments & Co.
. Research Analyst, Preparation H
Hooters waiter
Hand jockey, Masters and johnson .
I've come to think that my girlfriend is faking her
orgasms. Is it because of my lackluster penis size? R.E.
Morrison . , .
Yes, it is. Perhaps you've heard the old,adage SI';
doesn'tmattertowomen'?Well,it'sactually SJZedoesn,t
matter to women unless they want to have an orgasm .
Don't worry, though. This problem is common in the
NESCAC. We suggest a few ways to compensate: drive
a fast car, run for office, poke fun at homosexuals, play
a sport, or better yet - beat the living shit out of someone
smaller than you. If that doesn't seem to work start
faking your own orgasms. Then when you're lying next
to her you can say something witty like, "How's It feel
now Ms. Orgasm-Faker?" or "Nottoonice is it, Ms. 'Oh
God' Oh God' lying-type woman?" That'll learn her.
How many Con College students does it take to screw
in a light bulb? j.e. Harkness
None. That's what the help is for.
Here at Con College we hear so mucn about political
correctness. What is it and how do I become such a beautiful
person? H.N. North Cottage
Political correctness is the wave of the future in liberal
socio-political thought. The theories encompass a great
many issues and if you don't believe in them - well,
quite frankly, you're stupid. Here's some guidelines to
help you become politically correct:
If you are white you must be overcome with guilt
about it. If you are a minority you are obliged to make
sure that everybody knows it,
You must be for cute animal rights. Cute animals
include baby seals, laboratory-mice, and the dolphins
that get caught in thetuna nets. Any product, study, or
person that harms a cute animal must be boycotted.
Ugly animals include hyenas, laboratory rats, and the
tuna that getcaught in the tuna nets. We don't give ashit
about them.
We vote Democrat. Anyone who votes Re-
publican is obviously stupid.
We promote the diversity of cultures and
beliefs, uniess that extends so far as to include
Catholicism, the pra-life movement, Mus-
lims, the logging industry, people from Utah,
and the imperialist scum who dcive Saabs,
There is so much speculation in the enter-
tainment industry on why Lisa Marie Presley
and Michael jackson called it quits. Do you
guys know the real scoop? K.M"Windham
Why, yes. Schmoozinil; is privy to some
very juicy info. It turns out that after months
of painstaking abstinence Lisa Marie and
Michael finally decided to do the deed. How-
ever, upon undressing, both wece shocked to
find that neither of them had a penis: The
next morning, Presley filed for divorce. Since
then, Lisa Marie has been seen with gangsta
rap star Coolio, and rumors about their rela-
tionship are reaching a fever pitch. Michael
has been seen with the boy from the Trix
cereal box. Silly Michael, Trix are for kids~
I've heard rumors that Don King has set a date at Ca.eSQ;r's
Palacefor thefirst bout between Senator Alfonse D'Amato
and Hillary Rodham Clinton. Can this be confirmed? F.R.,
[ane Adams ,
Mark it on your calendar, folks. "The Snitch vs. The
Bitch" comes to you live on Pay-Per-View June 6. No
holds barred and no points ded ucted for low blows!
Early Vegas odds have Rodham Clinton in the thi~d.
But don't let D' Amato's chair on the senate EthICS
Committee write him off. Having D'Amato as chaiman
of Ethics is like having Hitler chairman of the Anti-
Defamation League. He'll probably bring a pipe in his
jock. Nevertheless, Schmoozing has put down $100
bucks on The Bitch. She's got mental toughness and,
plenty of ring savvy. Besides, as Delores Claiborne says,
"sometimes being a bitch is all a woman has to hold on
to." Amen, sister.
If I find racist graffiti, what should I do? M.M. Groton
Long Point ,
Good question. As far as we understand It, the proto-
col is as follows:
1. If you find racist graffiti, yell one of the following:
God in heaven, eradicate from these walls this most
cursed phrase. Arouse Dean Ferrari and Campus Safety
from their slumber soest they may taketh some pictures
and bring said blasphemy back to thine lab. Let the
forensics experts performeth their task with great dis' .
patch so we may find the bastard who on thesewalls did
print such ugliness. Let us lighteth some cand les, march
through the town squ.are and end such mockery. Calgon,
take me away!
Hey Tony, we got some freakin' graffiti o~er he,,;!
2. Record a bulletin broadcast message: Attention
College Community. Today,atapproximately3:00P.M.
a racist message was found on the wall of the 24-hour
room in the library. The detalls are sketchy at this time
and we know only' that the message said 'Honkeys
Can't Dance and Asians Are Geeks'. Any honkeys,
non-dancers, Asians or geeks are invited to attend a
workshop that Will help them recover the. dignity that
has been stripped by this cowardly act.
3. Deal. Sticks and stones may break our bones, but
dealing with graffiti in this manner gives too much time
an effort to overtly ignorant acts that can be handled
much more adequately by intelligent individuals on
their own time.
Jay Jaroch and Matt Malone
P.,.10
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Sopt<m ber 25, 1995
(case' 8)
1l:IJIOI:li' Student A
_ Campus Safety
~ drinking underage and defacing CPl-
log< property
aidmg:: The accused was seen, by a Campus
Saf<ty officer, carrying a beer and then pouring the
beeron to the Campus Safety car. When talking to
Student A, the Campus Safety office- had 10repeat
and clarify his request again and again/leading the
offic.er to believe Student A was drunk.
diYJ'Wo0: The evidence was quite sufficient
and the accused admitted 10 both chMges.(Say;ng
s/he was drinking underage but not drunk after
five or six beers). The board feels Student A has a
tremendous lack of respect; first for doing what sl
he did and second,Student A thinks what s/bedkt
was wrongonJy because s/he was caught. Student
A believes had s/he not been caught what s/he did
would have been ok.
d«isiJln'
for: against abstain:
6 0 0
guiJ ty of both charges
~: There was more thansufficientamount
of evidence to show that the accused was guilty
since the campus safety officer did see Student A
pouring the beer onto the car. Student A also
admitted thats/hewasguiltyofboth charges. The
board felt that Student A also has a tremendous
Jack of respect, not just because of what s/he did,
but because s/hedoesn't seem to understand why
his/her actions were wrong.
rpmmmeodatjoo:' The board recommends that
the accused receives a letter of censure, social pro-
bation for the '95--'96 academic year, one session
with David Brailey, a~ two shifts (6 hrs.) in dining
services to be completed by November 1, 1995.
for: against: abstain:
5 1 0
Yin Talamo '97 opposed. He agrees with Stu-
dent A's need to meet with David Brailey,butfeels
Student A's actions do not warrant social proba-
tion, and -that the dining service hours are not
necessary since s/he has social probation.
attendance: All of J-board was present.
October 2, 1995
(case #9)
~:StudentA
~. '·board
~. ta\\ure 'I.e> "-Otn'9\)' W\t\'\ 1-00a"(d Siln,,--
lions
~~ The accused ignored the J-boards
recommendation of two work shifts (6 hrs.) in
dining services. - '.
diK!J5SjOO: Student A did not take the boards
recommendation seriously. S/he felt s/he did not
have enough time to complete the hours, but made
no attempt to contact dinning services or the j-
board chair al>out making arrangements for more
time. Student A did not look forward toworking so
s/he decided not too.
l1l:<i>illn'
for:
6
gUilty
recommendation: The board feels Student A
should have his/her previous work hoursdoubled,
4 shifts (12 hrs.), to be completed by ThanksgiVing
break.
for: against: abstain:
5 0 1
Jennifer McCreary '98 does not agree with the
recommendation but does not feel strongly enough
10 oppose.
attendance: All of J-board was present.
against:
o
abstain:
o
October 2, 1995
(case ~10)
iI<:lJl.Ifl!' Student A
~, J-board
~: failure to comply with J-board 8an<:tion
aid.en£e: The accused did not complete the
board's recommendation of 3 shifts ( 9 hrs.) with
dining services.
djscu:»jon: Student A felt s/he ran out of time
because his/her academic schedule became very
busy at the same time. S/he realized s/he wouJd
have to deal with the recommendation when s/he
came back to school but decided to ignore it until
that time. Student A did work 1 of the 3 shifts.
l1l:<i>illn'
for:
6
guilty
recommendation: The board feels Student A
should be given "credit"" for the hours s/he aI ready
worked,and the remaining shifts will be doubled,
4 shifts (12 hrs.) to be completed by Thanksgiving
bieak.
for:
6
against:
o
abstain:
o
attendance:
against: abstain:
o 0
All of I-board was present.
October 8, 1995
(case *11)
iI<:lJl.Ifl!' Student A
~ Campus Safety
~; underage drinking and belligerence
~: The accused was seen carrying a beer
]-BOARDLOG
by campus safety. Student A admitted ,{hewas
drinking und.... The Campus Safety o/fteer
says s/he was verbally assauhed, lunged at and
that Student A was led away by friends.
disw.,": Student A says the yelling did take
place but there was never any lunging. S/he also
felt that s/he and the officer may have gotten "'in
each other's face". Student A felt the officer had
singled him/her out and was making a personal
attack.~,
for: against
6 0
guilty of underage drinking
6 0 0
guilty of belligerence
~: Student A was admittedly drinking
underage and s/he had been acting inappropri-
ately toward a Campus Safety officer.
rgrommendatioo: The board suggests that Stu-
dent A have one meeting with David Brailey and 3
work shifts (9 hrs.) in dining services to be com-
pleted by Thanksgiving break.
for: _against: abstain:
6 0 0
attendapg.: All of j-board was present.
abstain:
o
October 9, 1995
(case ~12)
~; Student A, Student B, Student C
~:CampusSaf~
l:har.g;s.: Student Acassault and underage drink-
ing
Student B- damage to college prop·
erty_and assault
Student C- belligerence
frid.e.n..lJ::: According to Campus Safety, Student
Bwas fooling around with friends when he tripped
and £ell through a window. Student A wanted to
know who fell through the window. There was a
verbal exchange between Student Band Student A,
then a fight broke out among a large group of
people. Student C got in a veroa) fight with the
Campus Safety officer.
discussion: Student B fell through the wi}ldow
and was then pulled aside around the time the fight
started. Student A came to find out who went
through the window and did so in an aggressive
way. Student A was: pushed by someone and his/
her immediate reaction was to fight back. (S/he
says s/he did have the chance to walk away).
Student A threw the first punch. S/he was then
!'>urtounded by a bunch of Student 'B's friends.
Student A admits todrinking underage but feelss/
he was only defending him/herself when com-
menting on his/her charges.· Both Student A and
. Student B say Student A had no part in the actual
fight. Student C had nothing to do with the fight,
s/he had entered the building when campus safety
was trying to get everyone out of the liVing room.
Student C feels the officer was giVing him/her a
hard time and the twoofthem did yeli at each other,
but Student C did as the officer asked.
~: Student C-
for: against:
6 0
not guilty of belligerence
The board feels Student C did comply with
campus safety and s/he may have been acting out
of line, but s/he was not belligerent.
Student B-
for: against:....
6 0
not guilty of assault
6 ·0
guilty of destruction
It was made clear that Student B did not hit
anyone, s/he was around for the fight. S/e defi-
nitely went through the window.
Student A- .
against:
o
abstain:
o
abstain:
o
o
for:
6
guilty of assault
6 0
guilty of underage drinking
Student A admitted to drinking underage and
that s/he did throw punches but s/he feels it was
in self defense so that it wasn't assault. S/he did
have the opportunjty to evade the fight thOUgh,
and s/he chose not too.
recommendation: Student B will have to pay for
half of the window because s/he did break it,
althoughitwasacddental. Donn A will pay for the
other half because they were the hosting dorm and
are under contract to be responsible for any dam.
ages done at their function.
for: against: abstain:
3 1 2
Rick5tratton '96 did not feel comfortable voting
that either Student BofDorm A should pay for the
window.
RachelJe DeCost '97 does not agree with Dorm A
paying for half of the cost of the window.
CindyWilson '98 does not agree with Dorm A
paying for half of the cost of the window.
Student A is recommended. 3work shifts
(9 hrs.) in dining services, to be completed by
ThanksgiVing break.
for: against: abstain;
510
Vin Talamo '97 could not separate himself be-
cause he feels he wouJd have reacted the same as
abstain:
o
o
Student A.
auendaocg: aU ofJ-boaa1 was present.
~12.1995
(case ~13)
~: Student A, Student B, Student C
~CampUsSafety .
~: nuisance to co~unity and failure to
romply with campus regulations. .
~ A noise complaint was called Into
Campus Safety, an officer went to the dorm and
broke the party up. According to wi~esses, 15--20
minutes later the noise started up again, plus there
was noise in the hallway from bed frames being
stepped on.
djsQlssjon: Theaceused say that Campus Safety
came and asked them to be quiet and for all guests
to leave. The accused did as they were told and
went to bed. 3040 minutes later. Two parties say
that the noise continued while another two parties
say that the accused complied.
d«isiJln'
for: against: abstain:
6 0 0
not guilty of both charges
~: The board feels the accused did comply
,with campus safety and there was' not enough
evidence to find actual nuisance to the community.
attendance: All of f-board was present.
October 15, 1995
(case 1# 14)
~: Student A, Student B, Student C, Stu-
dent 0, Student E
~: C~pusSMe~
dJarges'
• Student A- damage to college property,
failure to comply with campus regulations, unau-'
thorized keg, disturbing the peace, and deception.
Student B- damage to college property,
failure to comply with college regulations, unau-
thorized keg, disturbing the peace, and under?ge
drinking. -
Student C- damage to college property,
failure to comply with campus regulations, unau-
thorized keg, and underage drinking.
_ Student D- damage to college property,
failure to comply with campus regulations, unau-
thorized keg, disturbing the peace.
Student E- damage to college property,
failure to comply with college_regulations, unau-
thorized keg. tlisturbi ng the peace, underage drink-
ing, and belligerence.
~: There were 15-20 people in the halt
broken light parts covered the floor, loud music.
was playing,. a strobe light wa~ going, and a keg
was in the shower stall. The breakers for the
hallway were also turned off. When campus safety
got there people dispersed to differeQt rooms and
some people were very argumentative about q\liet-
ing down, especially Student E. Student A re-
sponded to a message from the Housefellow, who
asked who the keg belonged to, by saying there was
never was a keg.
djscussjon: The ho'usefellow of the donn had
already warned some of the accused to quiet down
after one noise complaint, before Campus Safety
was involved. All of the accused described a floor
party asa party with lots of people,loud music, and
alcohol. Yet, they felt what was going on on there
floor was not a floor party. The keg did not belong
to anyone living in the hallway but was brought
there by a mutual friend of aU theaccused.. Student
E became beltigerent with Campus Safety because
s/he felt they were not doing their job, and if they
had heen doing their job, the party never would
have gotten so out of control.
d«isiJln' Student A
for: against: abstain:
5 0 0
not guilty of aamage to college property and
unauthorized keg
5 0
'"guilty of disturbing the peace
5 0
guilty of deception
410
guilty of failure to comply with college regula-
tions
o
o
Vin Talamo '97 does not think s/he failed to
comply with college regulations.
Student B
5 0 0
not guilty of damage to coUege property, failure
to comply with college regulations, unauthorized
keg,. and disturbing the peace
410
not gUilty of underage drinking
Cindy Wilson '96 feels Student B shouJd be
lound guilty of underage drinking because s/he
was charged with underage drinking despite the
fact that the drinking seemed to have no effect
dUring this incident.
Student C
5 0 0
not guilty of unauthorized keg and damage to
college property
4 1 0
guilty of disturbing the-peace
Vin Talamo '97 feels Student C was not disturb-
ing the peace he<;ause no music was coming from
his/her room.
3 1 1
guilty of failure to comply with college regula-
tions
Vin Talamo '97 opposed this because he thinks
Student C did comply with college regulations.
Cindy Wilson '96 abstained because she feels un-
comfortable finding Student C guilty of failure to
comply.
3 ·1 ·1
not guilty of underage drinking -
Cindy Wilson '96 was opposed because Student
C had been drinking underage and was brought up
011 the charge. Rachelle DeCosteabstained because
she has a problem with finding him/her not guilty
but does not feel strongly enough to oppose.
Student D
500
not guilty of damage to college property and
unauthorized keg
5 0 0
guilty of disturbing the peace
3 . 1 1
guilty of failure to comply with college regula-
tions
Vin Talamo'97doesnotthinkStudent Dfailed to
comply with college regulations (opposed). Cindy
Wilson '96 abstained because she is not sure if
Student D was involved.
Student E
5 .00
guilty of belligerence
500
not guilty of damage to college property, failure
to comply with college regulations, disturbing the
peace, unauthorized keg. and underage drinking
~: -The keg did not belong to any of the
accused and they did not drink cut of it. The guest
of the floor party were all friends of the accused and
due to the socialhostclause they are responsible for
them and their actions. Student A freely admitted
to lying to the Housefellow'about the keg. Student
B does not live in the dorm and was responsible for
the goings on. Student E was not a part of the party
but was very belligerent to campus safety. The
board feels that those found guilty do not have a
proper concept of what it means to Jive commu·
nally.
recommendation: Student A- residentiaJ proba-
tion until spring break of '96 and 4 work·shifts (12
hrs.) in dining services to be completed by Thanks--
giving break.
for: against: abstain:
4 0 1
Student C- residential probation until spring
break of '96 and 3 work shifts in dining services (9
hrs.) to be completed by Thanksgiving break.
for: against: abstain:
~ 0 1
Student 0- residential probation until spring
break of '96 and 3 work shifts in dining services (9
hrs.) to be completed by Thanksgiving break.
for: against: abstain:
4 0 1
Vin Talamo '97 abstained because he found Stu~
dents A, C, and D not guilty of the charges these
recommendations are for.
Student E- two work shifts in dining services (6
hours) to be completed by Thanksgiving break.
for:' . against: abstain:
500
attendance: Rick Stratton '96 stepped down.
RECYCLE.
o
o
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ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT
Get ready for another
six weeks of winter
BY JASON SALTER
Associate Features Editor
nia. The C~nnecticutCollege consorti urn
took only about fifteen hours to travel to
Punxsutawney, see Phil, eat breakfast,
and return back to Conn.
"We were just sitting around at dinner
one rtight talking about how much we
liked the movie Groundlwg Day starring
Bill Murray. Then someone s~ggested
we go. I said sure, and Darrin was
game ...then itwas only a question ofwho
was serious about it. We kept to it and
went. It was a great experience," said
Dan Shedd who sports a stylish, brown,
bucktoothed groundhog cap in honor of
the day.
Every year on the second day of Febru-
ary, thousands of people gather together
in the freezing cold on top of a hill in a
tiny town in Pennsylvania to watch a
rodent determine the future of winter.
What would possess anyone to care about
this mundane event? If you even have to
ask that question, you obviously do not
understand the momentous spiritual and
cultural annual event known as Ground-
hog Day.
Punxsutawney, Pennsylvania is the
center of . This year, the
this patri- three packed in
otic Mecca with more than
ofsorts that 15,000 other
appears on gro u n d h og
American groupies at 5:30
maps once in the morning
a year for in sub-zero tem-
this very peratures on
day. Why top ofGobbler's
exactly it is Knob in the
fI.n>s..tlwrly snow to hear
and not an- Phil predict that
other, more there will be six
pro - more weeks of
nounceable winter. The fro-
town is still ..., zen mass was
unclear; as- --j.~.~ - treated to a fire-
tronomers, ---:.:.-::- • _.--,;. works show be-
however, ha~e several theone~ ~;olv---{or-e-being mtroduced to many members
ing the sun, the moon and the alignment of the "inner-circle" of Punxsutawney, if
of' the stars. The entire town of you will. These are the people who come
Punxsutawney shuts down for this mo- dressed in tuxedos to this event. They
mentous occasion. Children, who are let include the spiritual interpreter, the han-
out of school, gather together with the dler, and the mayor, apparently the only
town elders to share stories of times gone one who speaks Groundhogese which is
by and past Groundhog Days. It is more a cross between German, Spanish, and
than just a day, it is the source of life for Gerbil. They talk to Phil, find out how his
a small, Pennsylvanian town. year was, and catch up on things before
Thousands gather in the dead of win- allowing him to predict winter's end.
ter on top of Gobbler's Knob to watch "We were standing there chanting, 'We
Punxsutawney Phil predict the outcome want Phil, we want Phil!' It was really
of winter. We all know the story and the cold, 1 couldn't feel my toes, but 1knew
legend, but not many of us can say that there was a pretty good reason for us to
we have been there in the middle of the be there," said Darrin-a veteran, reflect-
commotion and sheer excitement. Sev- ing on his second Groundhog Day. By
eral Connecticut College students felt the way, batten down the hatches be-
the draw and heard the call that induces cause we have six more weeks of winter!
so many to make the trek to the Pennsyl- Before the return trip to Conn, the three
vania town. stopped at the popular St. Thomas
Seniors Darrin Bronfman and Dan Lutheran Groundhog Day Breakfast
Shedd, our very own SGA president, where all-you-can-eat pancakes are only
started the pilgrimage last year and con- three dollars.
tinued the tradition this year accompa- Last year, Darrin and Dan. visited
nied by junior James Erard. The drive Punxsutawney Phil's own museum
takes about seven hours to see the furry wherehespendshiseventfulgroundhog
forecaster in Punxsutawney, Pennsylva- life. The museum is filled with ground-
hog paraphernalia, everything from
murals and paintings to carved ground-
hog statues.
Unfortunately, the journey ended on a
low note as they were pulled over in New
Jersey and slapped with a $76 speeding
ticket; this misfortune, however, only
served to enrich the vision and feeling
that brought them so many miles to one
hiil a top a small American town .
IsPRING BREAK 1996
TRAVEL FREE!!
Jamaica, Cancun,
Bahamas,
Panama City,
Daytona & Padre
•• (;reatlow, low prices
•• FreeTrip on 15 sales
__~.cri Call for a FREE1t~ information
/ I' packet!
-a' Sun Splash Tours
1-800-426-n10
NOGIMMJQCS
EXl1tA INCOME NOW!
ENVELOPES1VFflNQ-
.. ... .-y ......
.- ·_~IAIEID•., ." ' ....
1111.T- -'·" •T_771111
MOVIES
Photo courtesy of lames Erard
Dan Shedd, James Erard and Darrin Bronfman visit Punxsutawney.
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Dead Man Walking
BYBRm WOLFF
TIle College Voice
Capital punishment is a heavily de-
ba ted issue in our society, and indiv id ual
opinions on the matter vary from one
end- of the spectrum to the other. Dead
Man Walking, a Tim Robbins movie, dis-
plays-all sides of capital puhishment in-
cluding insight from the victims' fami-
lies and the murderer himself.
DeadMan Walking takes its name from
the term used to describe a criminal's
walk to execution. The movie is based on
the true story of Sister Helen Prejean,
played by Susan Sarandon, who coun-
sels the convicted murderer Matthew
Poncelet, played by Sean Penn, six days
before his execution. The setting is rural
Louisiana in the present day.
The emotions of all parties connected
with the murder of two teenagers are
explored. Sister Helen Prejean struggles
with the horrible truth of Ponce let and
reaches various epiphanies about death
'and, more specifically, capital punish-
ment. Sister Helen experiences all sides
of Poncelet's execution from the men
that strap him down to his family's
struggles. During all of this time, Sister
Helen remains loyal to her duty of pre-
paring him for his death.
Dead MD.n Walking is a Well crafted
movie; Robbins doesn't allow the movie
to push any sort of "hidden" political
agenda or impose any moral judgments
on capital punishment. The responsibil-
ity of morally assessing capital punish-
ment rests on the audceoce.
The 'audience must struggle between
sympathizing with the enemy and feel-
ing the pain of the victims. This constant'
struggle throughout the duration of the'
movie makes it highly emotional and
intense.
"I thought Susan Sarandon and Sean
Penn did a phenomenal job portraying
their characters. Iwas also impressed by
the cinematography; the various van-
tage points and techniques used were
intriguing and kept me interested," said
freshman Nathaniel Durbin.
Other viewers weren't as positive. "The
movie was very anti-climactic. Some-
times it was difficult to see where the
story was headed," said freshman Clif
Sittinger.
Dead Man Walking is an emotionally
charged movie that will lead viewers to
question their moral judgment of capital.
punishment. Sean Penn and Susan
Sarandon provide a spectacular, emo-
tionally-charged performance that pro-
vides an excellent insight into one of our
country's most divisive issues. This film
is definitely worth checking-out.
[ Rating: ***
THE WEEKLYCOLUMN DEVOTED TO THE INFORMED
APPRECIATION OF MUSIC WITH MICHAEL ADELSON,, .
PROFESSOR OF MUSIC AND DAMON KRIEGER, A & E
EDITOR WILL RETURN NEXT WEEK.
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Wednesday. February 7
Hispanic Film Festival
"Strawberry and Chocolate"
elson Room, Blaustein 210
7 pm (GoE Event)
ThwsdiIY. February 8
"The Unanswered Question"
Six Talks at Harvard by L. Bernstein
Connecticut College, Oliva Hall
7 pm (Go E Event)
•Poetry Reading: Connecticut Siudesnis
Harkness Chapel Library
8 pm Call 439-2350
SaturdiIY. February 10
Art Department Bus Trip to NY City
leaves Cummings Arts Center
purchase from Art Dept. secretary
ThursdiY' February 15
"Trends in Recent Chicana/o Narratioe
Fiction" by Dr. CharlesM. Tatum
Ernst Common Room
4:30 pm • (Go E Event)
Coudert Lecture on Chinese Art
Professor Richard Kent
Nelson Room, Blaustein 210
4 pm (GoE Event)
friday. Saturday. February 16.17
Connecticut CollegeDance Company
Palmer Auditorium
"~ c."mAR~
ThursdiIY. February 22
The Charleston String Quartet
Dana Hall, Cummings Arts Center
8 pm 439-2720
Sat. February 24 and Sun. Feb 25
"Fiddler on the ROOf"
USCG/l. Cadet Music Department
Leamy Hall
8 pm on Saturday, 2 pm on Sunday
CALL 444-8472
Please send requests to appear iJl
the A&E WATCHDOG to:
The College Voice, A&E Editor
. Box4970
270 Mohegan Avenue
New London, CT. .
06320
Sunday. February 11
Third Annual Young Artists' Concert
USCGA, Leamy Hall
7~pm F~E
£CSO Young Artis Competition
Connecticut College, Dana Hall
1pm FREE.1.
.
CUMMINGS ARTS CENTER
"Digital Avatar: Computer Composed Montages"Ganuary
19-March 5) - An installation by photographer Vasant Nayak,
WeiSsman Visiting Artist. An ~blage of cultural elements
and objects from Nayak's ancestral home in Southern India.
"Merging Presence" Sculptural installations by Jennifer Pepper,
who uses concrete physical forms such as Barbiedolls and haute
couture mannequins to transform the image and general concept
of feminine beauty.
Gallery hours: M-F, 9 am - 5 pm, and Saturday, 1-4 pm
Februacy8
• Max Creek, Paradise Club, Boston, MA.
• Red Hot Chili Peppers, Fleetcenter, Boston. MA.
• Silv~ir, FleetCenter, Boston. MA.
FebOl'cy9
• Lenny Kravitz, Orpheum Theatre, Bost6n, :tvIAt
FebrU,cy 10 . '.,
• The Four Tops, Foxwoods Casino, Led~9,,,
FebOl'CY U ..>
• Blur, Avalon, Boston. MA. .,y&,
• Alanis Morissette, Strand Theatrt;(p~Y;iie
FebDl'Iy13
• .Natalie ¥erchll1\t;jStral..1
CHARLES E. SHAIN LIBRARY
"Rainy Nights and Snow: 20th Century Japanese Wood block
Prints from the U~ Collection" (February I-March 31)
Open M-F, 8 am - '.Saturday, 9 am -.9 p~unday, 1lJam
-9pm.
"Chinese Lohans" (February l-March 31)-Eighteen intricately
carved ivory figures, a gift to the college. Palmer Rare Book
Room 9 am -12 noon, and 1 pm - 5 pm, The significance of such
figures in Buddhism will be covered in a lecture, "The Chinese
Cult of Lohans: Depictions of Gaurdians of the Buddhist Law, U
February 15,4 pm, in the Nelson Room, Blaustein 210.
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MAMA'S BOYZ by JERRY CRAFT
Wt:.LI., YUSlJF,Jt.l~t<¥)R CF r-'/O=.l"';("''''--'S-,.-" ...-r~.~~r.;:::-:-==:----- .......
BlACK H~fOR'lIl/llffil ~~ ~
1ONlGff'S 8UE~INMW" TO Rft.lT MOIIE.S!
IS 011M£.Soap Updates
ALL MY CHILDREN: julia told a shocked Mateo and Noah th tTlL' d . a ay or was
never pregnant. iza eCldedtoseduceTad.Hayley,unawarethatMateowast in
to get Taylor to tell all, assumed he was becoming too close to h Lat T I ry g
t V
· . I er. er, ay or was
able to ge ivienne to eave the country before being called to testily. Adam
apologIzed for his ultimatum and Brooke agreed to give him an th ch D'"
I
E' , 1 t h 1 ith h a er ance. imitri
fe t nca s as ope ay WI t e Betty Ford Center. Later, Kelsey overheard Maria
tell Edmund she might be pregnant. Wait To See: Michael faces a new crisis.
ANOTHER WORLD: Cecile was shaken by Maggie's revelation that she never
loved her mother. Frankieaccused Felicia of being a homewrecke Se . Gb t t nf t kill" r. nslOg rant
was a au a co ess a 109 Ryan, Vicky agreed to his marriage proposal. jake,
however, planted a seed of doubt in Grant about Vicky's agend And be. ~ d f M a. rew gan
keepmg a recor a organ ~nd C~urtney's schedules at the hospital. To Nick's
chagrm, Maggie assured Sofia they II become friends. Wait To See: G ,~ t
continues to create problems for him. . . ary spas
/.
THE SPATS by JEFF PICKERING
6EEP Bt:EP BEEP
BEEP BEEP BEep
BEEP "BEEP
B~EP BEEp
BEEP
I B"P BEEPBf'P
BEEP 6EEP BEEP
BEEp BEEP
gEEP BEEp
Bf'P
BEEP BEEP BEEP
BEEP BEEP BEEP
BEEP BEEP
BEEP BEEP
8HP
OUT ON A LIMB by GARY KOPERVAS
>'.~.·sON. q/MCC
9(,p fOll. """'~.o~,GI~~T
cHP fell- ~~l'\tJo ~tJo
1oUG\1 tJooG\.S ~ ~()l!
GJ.)YSI. .~
ASTHE WORLD TURNS: Lucinda sensed Mark's deepening attraction for Lily.
MIkerealized he had to do some hard thinking about Carly. Barbara continued to run
down Margo for an lOcreaslOgly~orried Hal. Meanwhile, Margo's strange behavior
prompted Tom to consider a difficult decision. Lisa and john became increasingl
warned about Margo as well. Dani did some soul-searching. Wait To See: Sam fac~
some hard facts about her blindness.
<7
o
BOLDAND THE BEAUTIFUL: Sheila managed to make Ridge believe that she had
to WIth the letter accusmg Brooke of having Bridget's paternity test "fixed." Sly
seethed WIth anger when [essica broke their engagement. Brooke was stunned when
her mothe;, Beth, questioned her about the letter. Eric wondered if he might, indeed,
be Bridget s father. Macy wouldn't allowthe police to search Spectra for the missing
Forrester designs. Sheila wondered If MIke was responsible for the letter. Wait To
See: Lauren sets her cap for Ridge.
THE CITY: Samuel told Sydney his daughter had been kidn~pped, and that her
safety depended on Sydney's decision about the merger. Jocelyn told Malcolm that
Alexwas investigating him in connection with the call girl ring. After Nick accused
her of blowing him off in favor of Jared, Sydney jolted Nick with the news that jared
was dead. Ally saw Danny and Molly kissing. Wait To See: jacob's "surprise" really
stuns Angie.
•• ",oC>O,,: ......
AQUARIUS (JANUARY 20 TO FEB~UARY 18) A BUSINESS ASSOCIATE ~S SOME
USEFUL INFORMATION CONCERNING A SITUATION AT WORK, ON THE HOME. FRONT,
YOU ARE RIGHT TO SUSPECT THAT A FAMILY MEMBER ISN'T GIVING YOU THE WHOLE
STORY, Do SOME FURTHER INVESTIGATING.DAYS OF OUR LIVES: Celeste told Stefano Lexie is her daughter. Later, Stefano
laid Celeste he planned to take Marlena to Europe, but meanwhile, he wanted
Celeste to know he believes john is innocent. Austin and Sami grew closer through
their love for their baby. The Woman in White told Marlena "the dead man talks."
As Vivian came closer to believing Victor would be hers again, Kate came closer to
landing back in Salem. Wait To See: Hope faces new danger.
GENERAL HOSPITAL: After his arrest, Ned. accused Edward of being acontrol
freak. Lois later questioned Ned about the japanese pharmaceutical firm. A rattled
Bobbie inadvertently awakened jason's sexual feelings. At Mac's suggestion, Lois
met with corporate buy-out artist, jasper jacks. jason told his family he doesn't want
to remember them. At the Grand jury hearing for Katherine, Lucy managed to get a
reluctant Sigmund to "testily." Laura returned home. At their wedding, Lily asked
Sonny a question as Brenda watched from the back of the church. Wait To See: LOis
makes a curious discovery.
take some time off and indulge. The in-
spiration you receive as a result of your
little respite is well worth it.
VIRGO (August 23 to September
22) Not everything is crystal-clear this
week concerning a job worry. There's
more going on behind the scenes than
you think. A co-worker holds the key to
all this, so start asking questions. Ap-
proach romance with a clear head.
LIDRA (September 23 to October
22) The beginning of the week is marred
by petty bickering with a family mern- -
ber. However, peacemaker that you are,
all ends well by midweek. In romance,
it's best to keep your feet planted firmly
on the ground.
SCORPIO (October 23 to November
21) Partners need to make some deci-
sions regarding the use of joint assets,
particularly any savings. Your instincts
about a certain co-wacker's veracity are
on the mark. This person not only exag-
gerates, but flat-out lies.
SAGm ARmS (November 22 to
December 21) A friend is a bit too de-
manding of your time now. You need to
set this person straight. Later in the week,
you'll treasure extra time for yourself.
This weekend, a family member has a
tendency to get on your nerves.
CAPRICORN (December 22 to lanu-
ary 19) You're just not in the mood this
week to keep your nose to the grind-
stone. Instead, you want to kick up your
heels and have some fun. However, it
must be work first and social life second
to avoid problems with bigwigs.
PISCES (February 19 to Marcil 20)
It's a week when you won't be in any'
mood for crowds. You deal better now
one-an-one and should keep it that way.
A business proposition is not what it
appears to be. However, you quickly rec-
ognize this.
ARIES (March 21 to April 19) Early in
the week, a friend comes te you with a
secret to share. However, this becomes a
complicated. issue as the week wears on,
making you somewhat uncomfortable.
Spend time this weekend on an unfin-
ished task.
TAURUS (April 20 to May 20) It's a
great time to See and be seen, particularly
with relatives. However, some extra ex-
penses are possible, particularly where
travel is concerned. This weekend, you
are confused by a problem on the domes-
tic scene.
GEMINI (May 21 to june 20) You're
too impatient this week for your own
good. Remember, you can't accomplish.
everything you want all at once. Slow
down and get the job done right. A fam-
ily member disagrees with you over a
career concern, but you must persevere.
CANCER (lune 21 to july 22) Your
pride can sometimes get in the way of
you getting the job done. It's okay to ask
for help if you need it. A financial propo-
sition made by a partner needs more
delving into before coming to any sort of
a decision.
LEO auly 23 to August 22) You
have the urge early in the week to get off
by yourself and just dream. If possible,
. '-
. GUIDING LIGHT: Lucy tried to make Brent believe she wanted to leave Spring-
field with him. Matt told Alexandra he knew Amanda from California. Hart gently
urged Dinah to open up about Roger's betrayal. To prove Roger was wrong about
Ross,Blake asked her husband to let them try for a baby that night, but Ross rebuffed
her and went off to sleep alone. Brent dropped a bombshell on Alan and Buzz's plan.
Rick blew up when Annie asked him to lie (or her on the stand, Wait To See: Reva
faces a new crisis.
ONE LIFE TO LIVE: Viki voiced jealousy over Clint's friendship with Carlotta.
Nora and Bo cracked the code revealing the message: "Poseidon On Board, Meeting
Set for Marcil One with Neptune and Atlantis." After being drugged, Alex awoke
WItha diamond bracelet and rose tattoo on her wrist. After learning that Asa used the
code name, Neptune, Bo confronted him about Lord Cove. Meanwhile, Poseidon
told Bass to get the explosives expert in as soon as Asa changes the date of the
~eeting. Blair tricked Patrick into helping her bring Baby Starr home from tne
Ospllal. Wait To See: Bo may be t?" late to save Asa.
THE YOUNG AND THE RESTLESS: Amy told Nick she was concerned over
Where Matt might be hiding, because he could still be dangerous. Chris was upse~
With Danny for leaving her a tape of their marriage and honeymoon. Victor tried to
Warn NIkki about marrying Brad, but she accused him of trying to own her. Olivia
~~d Nathan that because of his affair with Keesha. they may now be dying of AIDS.
h y persuaded Dina to come back to Genoa City to see john. Phyllis delayed signing
f e divorce settlement. Wait To See: Chris begins to wonder about her real feelings
OrDanny.
-
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Millionsof dollars in scholarships;· fellowships, grants, internships, work study programs
and special student aid funds go unused every year because students simply don't
know where to apply or how to get their share. .
The secret in lo.cating money for college, lles in your strategy. You need step-by-step
information on what aid is.avaiJahle and how you can get lt. The time to apply is now!
Youcan apply as early as your junior year in high school,or during your undergraduate
or graduate study. Aid can be used at any accredited college or trade school.
PROHSSlOnflL nfTIlJORK
flSSOClflTlOn, mc.
P.O. BOX 190968
BOSTON, MASSACHUSrnS 02119
(617) 361-3631
This Directory willprovide information for Students or Individuals .wishulg or attending.
h\gh schools. bus\nessschoois. technical schools. graduate schqols.law schools,
mediCal schools, vocational institutions, undergraduate schools, research programs,
and leadership programs. . ...
Corporations, Trusts, Foundations, Religious Groups and other Organizations offer
Scholarships, Fellowships, Grants. Internships, and Work Study Programs to'students
annually, regardless of grades or parents income levels.·" .
•
r---------~-----·---·------~· .: -~---,----------,
I . • ORDER FORM .•. .... . I
Please send me.a copy of the Scholarship Directory - Enclosed is $25.00:
I
~~ I
I
~~: I
I
I City: State: Zip :
I· .
L__-..:. PROFESSIONA~NETWOR~ASSOClAnON,~c.• P.O.~O!190968..,:~O!T£N~MA 02.!!~J
i'
•
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Men's Squash hopes
to finish the season
on a high note
made by Glen Brenner and Chris
Deming. "People really played
well this weekend," commented
Deming when asked about the
match. This was the Camels'
lasthomematchfortheyearand
theschoolshowedgreatfansup-
port.
The Camels were supposed to
play Tufts this past weekend, ~~
but to no avail; Mother Nature
gave us another taste of winter.
The week ahead includes
away matches at Yale and
. Westpoint. Hopefully it will be
a successful one,especiallywith
nationals comin u . ..
BYVIN FARRELL
The College Voice
The men's squash team re-
turned from the winter recess a
weekeariy for their rigorous pre-
season training. The first week-
end back from break consisted.
of two hard fought losses to
Bowdoin and Bates. The men
have consistently improved all
season, under the leadership and
savvy of their eight seniors.
Last weekend the team lost a
home match to Fordham, de-
spite the great individual efforts
_.
The Men's Squash Team has improved all season and hope to end the season strong.
Plwto IJy 5Iunyn MiskblIit1/Staff PhotogrIlph<r
Northeast Divi sion
Pittsburgh
Montreal
Boston
Hartford
Buffalo
Ottawa
Atlantic Division
Florida
N.Y.Rangers
Philadelphia
Washington
New jersey
Tampa Bay
N.Y. Islanders
Central Division
Detroit
Chicago
Toronto
St.Louis
Winnipeg
Dallas
Padfic Division
Colorado
Vancouver
Calgary
LosAngeles
Edmonton
Anaheim
San jose
Atlantic Dwieion
Orlando
New¥ork
Washington
Miami
New jersey
Bo5ton
Philadelphia
Central Virnion
Chicago
Indiana
Cleveland
Atlanta
Detroit
Charlotte
Milwaukee
Toronto
Midwest Dtvision .
San Antonio
Utah
Houston
Denver
1:>allas
Minnesota
Vancouver
Pacific Division
Seattle
Sacramento
LA Lakers
Portland
Phoenix
Golden State
LA Clippers
/
GP
51
52
49
51
50
51
Eastern Conference
W L T GF
31 17 3 238
26 20 6 166
22 20 . 7 175
20 zs 6 144
20 27 3 148
9 40 2 116
Y1'S
65
58
51
46
43
20
GA
171
158
177
163
164
202
52 .32 14 6 182 142 70 N52 30 12 10 189 146 70
51 26 14 11 179 134 63
51. 25 21 5 145 134 55 ·R51 23 22 6 133 126 5249 21 21 7 •146 163 49. 49 13 28 8 143 189 M
WestemConference 'L49 36 9 4 184 106 7653 27 15 11 180 142 65
51 22 20 9' 152 151 53
51 21 21 9 138 143 51
50 21 25 4 176 185 46
50 14 25 11 137 172 39
52 28 15 9 203 145 65
51 18 20 13 185 173 49
52 19 23 10 150 159 48
53 17 24 12 178 187 46
50 18 26 6 135 190 42
51 18 2 5 144 171 41
52 11 36 5 160 233 27
EUtem Conference
W L PCf. GB Streak
32 13 .711 Wonl
28 15 .651 3 Won 4
22 21 512 9 Won 3
20 26 .435 125 lbst 1
18 26 .409 135 Won I
17 28 .378 IS Wonl
8 36 .182 23.5 Lost 2
41 3 .932 Won 18 N30 IS .667 115 Won I'
25 20 .556 165 Won 3
24 20 .545 17 Lost 3
22 21 512 185 Lost 1
21 22 .488 19.5 Lost 1 B16 '17 .372 24.5 Lost]13 32 .289 28.5 Wonl
WestemConference
29 13 .690 Won3 A30 14 .682 Won 430 17 .638 1.5 Lost 118 26 .409 12 Lost!
15 2B .349 145 Lost 1
12 31 .'179 175 Won I
10 35 .'122 20.5 Lost 4
33 12 .733 Won I
24 17 ..585 7 Wonl
25 19 568 75 Lost]
22 24 .478 115 Won I
19 24 .442 13 Lost]
19 25 .432 13.5 Wonl
16 29 .356 17 lastS
"""
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SPORTS
...The Deuce ...
.College basketball,· and
.:ompWely unrelated neW$pa-
per articles deflnltely do not
suck.
"The CameIV~{hote tlul
We sit here conremplaling
the worth of writing this
week's article. Does it make
US popular with the female
The sports section need writ-
ers. Do you have a favorite
sport? Are you interested i
seeing that it is covered?I
you are interested in writin
for the. sports section cal
.Michelle or Robyn at x2812.
Men's Hockey are on a rol/:
First you crawl, then
you skate, then you
win 10 straight
BY DEREK CRUMP
AND
CHRIS CAPONE
The College Voice
The Camel hockey team is roll-
ing right along, winning games
at a torrid pace. This past week-
end Trinity and Wesleyan were
the victims of the Connecticut
wrath. The Camel winning
streak is at ten, and more im-
pressively College Hockey News
has power ranked Connecticut
sixth in Division 3Hockey. Even
though the Camels' squeaked by
a lowly Wesleyan squad 6-4 on
Friday night, Chris Ruggiero
said, "Even though we won both
games this weekend, I feel as
though the team needs to be fo-
cused, because every game to
the end is the most important
one." Then Saturday night in
crime ridden Hartford, Conn
beat Trinity 8-5 in a high pow-
ered offensive display.
At Middleton, CT, Connecti-
cut never trailed the Cardinals
but it was close the whole way.
The Camels led after the first
period 2-1 and 4'3 after two pe- .
riods. The tension was high in
the third though, as Wesleyan
pulled their keeper in the last
minute to make for an exciting
finale.. Former Connecticut
standout Aaron Oberman who
transferred toWesleyan after his
sophomore year gave a little
something back to his former
school by missing a break away
in the closing minutes. Thegame
wasputoutofreachwhenGerry
Rinn flipped thepuckin the open
net, that goal completed Rinn's
hat trick. Also scoring were
Corbett Jones, David Kessler and
another unnamed player.
InarematchofanearlieiConn
win, the puckheads traveled to
Kingswood Oxford to play Trin-
ity. The game was close until
the third when Conn overpow-
eredaweakerBantamteam. The
Bantams went up in the first 3-1
before theCamels capitalized on
a power play goal and a
breakaway both by David
Getschow to deadlock the game
at 3. Trinity was not done in the
first, scoring two more goals to
Athlete of the Week
This week~s a~hlete of.the w.eek is awar~ed to a member of the Men's. Hockey team, Gerry Rinn, Rinn scored
the game wmnmg goal in their game against Weslyan_last week completeing his hat trick. The Camels went on
to win the game 6-4.
put the game at 5-3 heading into
the locker room.
Connecticut came out with
guns a-blazin'. Ajay Kasargod
replaced Todd Shestok in the
. beginning of the second and
played shut-out hockey the rest
pf the way. After two periods,
the Camels had the lead for good
at 6-5. The third started much as
the second ended. Connecticut
scored two goals immediately
and then road out the lead for an
8-5 victory. Scoring hat-tricks
(three goals in the same game)
for the Camels were strikers
Dave Getschow and David
Kessler. Also scoring were full-
back Chris Ruggiero and fresh-
men superstar Mikey Deplacido.
The win, however, was
marred by an embarrassing on-
ice display'. With 11minutes left
in the period, freshman Dave
Watson was ejected from the
game as a result of an argument
that ensued withthetime keeper
who had released him ten sec-
onds early from the penalty box.
Despite this unfortunate inci-
dent, Watson was able to main-
tain his compo§ure in an ex-
tremely mature manner and was
hired as a camp counselor after
.the game at Miami Dolphins'
standout Brian Cox' School of
Sports Etiquette.
Part of this season's success
may be attributed to the stellar
play of many key freshmen.
According to standout Ryan
Montecalvo, "This is a result of
the ability of the freshman to
blend withthe upper-classmen."
In a related comment this week's
biblical quote is from Mathew
25:20 which is brought to you
from Assistant Coach Peter
Bergstrom who, commenting on
his ability to bring in top-notch
high school recruits stated,
"'Master, you delivered to me
two talents, here I have made
two more.' Idon't know what it
means but it sounds wicked
good."
This weekend the Camels
bring their streak home, playing
AlC and UConn. Soget down to
Dayton Arena and watch the
Camels take on one of the
season's toughest opponents.
